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Abstrat

Reognising a piee of musi from a user whistling a small part of it is

not an easy task: for instane users swith to higher or lower otaves and

streth or rop the notes. In this work we propose a symboli tehnique to

reognise monophoni musi from whistling: we �rst reord the whistling

and store this as a sequene of tone frequenies and tone durations, then we

ompare di�erent approahes to normalise this data. After normalisation we

experiment with variants of the edit distane and we ompare this approah

with n-grams.

1 From Whistling to Tones

Digitised musi omes in two important ategories. One is to sample the sound

signal during a performane, omparable to the reording of assette tapes or vinyl

disks. Typial examples of this are the wave format and the mpeg 1 layer III (mp3)

format. Playing this type of reords is easy: the samples ontain enough informa-

tion to repliate the original signal. The disadvantages of these types of reording

are that they require a lot of storage spae (about 10 megabyte per minute for

typial waves and one megabyte per minute for typial mp3 reordings) and the

information in the reording annot be interpreted in the sense that you an dis-

tinguish separate notes or instruments. The other approah is to store symboli

information: a sript whih tells whih instrument should play a spei� note at a

spei� moment. To play suh a reord a sript is exeuted in hronologial order

and the musi is generated. These types of digital musi are best ompared with

musi sores (paper musi); MIDI and ABC are the most ommon used formats.

The advantages of these symboli approahes is that the musi is interpretable

and �le sizes are small (about 10 kilobyte per minute, 1% of the size of an mp3

�le). Disadvantages are that it is up till now impossible to transform polyphoni

wave reordings automatially into symboli reordings and that the quality of the

produed musi depends not only on the reording but also on the generator.

In this paper we de�ne reognising musi as retrieving the orret musi reord

from a database when an approximation of a small piee of that reord was given

as a query. We fous on tehniques that use a symboli representation. First we

have to be able to represent a database of songs and the query in a symboli repres-

entation. MIDI is the most ommon symboli representation, but it ontains a lot

of information that is irrelevant for elementary musi reognition: the instrument



that plays spei� notes, spei� ways in whih a note should be played et etera.

We will use a restrited representation: a sequene of notes, where eah note is

only represented by its frequeny (in Hertz) and its duration (in milliseonds).

It is easy to automatially generate suh sequenes from monophoni MIDI �les,

for polyphoni MIDI �les we require the user to identify the trak that ontains

the main melody. Transforming the whistling to this format is a bit more om-

plex: we obtain frequeny samples diretly from the mirophone. Via fast Fourier

transformation we identify for eah sample the most important frequeny and we

remove all frequenies exept the one with the highest energy. We split up this

stream into bloks whenever either a silene or an abrupt hange of frequeny o-

urs. We onsider eah suh blok as one note with a duration equal to the blok

length. As frequeny our urrent implementation takes the frequeny at the start

of the blok. Further researh should investigate the onsequene of this deision:

maybe taking the average or median value results in a better representation of the

intended note. During experiment we also note that people `orret' themselves

towards the end of a note, maybe taking a weighted average with more weight on

the end of the note ould be useful?

For the remaining of the paper we will work with a set of 65 whistling samples

obtained from about 20 people of whih nearly all had no musial training. We

work on a very restrited dataset beause we an only handle monophoni MIDI

�les. Sine all �les we found on the Internet were polyphoni we had to reate

the database �les ourselves and so we restrit to a database with only 21 di�erent

entries. This is a mixture of hildren songs (`London Bridge', `Kortjakje', : : :) and

popular songs (songs from Abba, Eri Clapton, : : :). In setion 2 we disuss the

need for normalisation of the data and propose di�erent approahes to this. Then

we investigate di�erent approahes to alulate a distane between normalised

sequenes in setion 3. We empirially evaluate these proposals in setion 4 before

we onlude.

2 Data Normalisation

Humans don't whistle a piee of musi at exatly the same frequeny and duration

as it is stored in the database. One problem is that most users pik more or less

at random a frequeny to start whistling and whistle the next notes relative to

this starting note. Something similar ours with the duration of the notes: they

whistle a piee of musi slower or faster than the original. Users also tend to shift

one or more otaves up or down as soon as they notie they reah the limits of

what they an whistle. We try to alleviate these problems as muh as possible in

the normalisation phase. Another problem is that users add notes (`�ller notes')

or leave out notes beause either they forgot them or it makes the piee easier to

whistle. We will try to ope with this seond type of problems in setion 3.

To solve the �rst type of problems we test four normalisations on the input.

Sine our input onsists of two sequenes (a sequene of frequenies and a sequene

of durations) we an transform eah of them separately. In this disussion we

simply onsider the input to be a sequene v of real values v

1

; v

2

; : : : ; v

n

. We



briey disuss these transformations and the motivation for testing them.

1. standard normalisation: v

norm

i

= (v

i

�min(v))=(max(v) �min(v)). By

mapping the sequenes to a range [0; 1℄ it makes them easier to ompare.

However, this tehnique is very sensitive to outliers and doesn't take into

aount the fat that a linear inrease in tone auses an exponential inrease

in frequeny (and similar for duration).

2. logarithmi averaging: v

avg

i

= log(v

i

)=avg(log(v)). We �rst take the

logarithm of every value in the sequene and then divide eah element by

the average. Taking the average is less sensitive to outliers than the previous

approah and the logarithm helps solving the problem with the exponential

sale.

3. relative representation: v

rel

i

= log(v

i

)�log(v

i�1

). People with no musial

training will most often remember and reprodue musi in a relative way (e.g.

`the seond note is two tones higher than the �rst' instead of `�rst a re, then

a fa'). Note that this transformation shortens the sequene one element: v

rel

1

does not exist.

4. sound ontour: v

ontour

i

=% if v

i

> v

i�1

;& if v

i

< v

i�1

and = if v

i

=

v

i�1

. This is a more abstrat version of the previous transformation: we

only store the fat that the value inreases, dereases or stays the same [3℄.

Sine it is also a relative representation, it also shortens the sequene one

element.

Another problem that we an solve in the normalisation phase is that of dis-

retisation. Some of the tehniques in setion 3 require the data to be nominal,

therefore we need to split up the real values that we obtain from the �rst three

transformations in ranges so that we an map eah range onto a nominal value.

This is an unsupervised disretisation task for whih di�erent approahes exist.

In this paper we use a simple approah: we divide the range of the values into n

equal width bins [1℄. We test two possible values for n, namely 10 (10-bin) and

the logarithm of the number of unique values in the transformed data (log-bin).

3 Distanes Between Songs

To obtain the song in our database that best mathes a whistled `query' of the

user, we de�ne a distane between the normalised query and the normalised data

in the database. For this task we will need an approximating substring mathing

tehnique. There are two suh tehniques that are widely used: n-grams and the

edit distane.

3.1 N-grams

For a �xed n 2 N (typial values for n are 3 or 4, for n = 1 we obtain a bags of words

representation) and two given sequenes s = s

1

; s

2

; : : : ; s

l1

and t = t

1

; t

2

; : : : ; t

l2



we de�ne an n-gram distane between s and t as

P

i2sub

(ount(i; s)� ount(i; t))

where sub is the set of all substrings of length n of s and ount(i; s) is the number

of times that substring i ours in s. This distane only makes sense on nominal

data, so we will make use of disretised data

3.2 Edit Distane

The edit distane [5℄ between two strings s and t is the minimal number of in-

sert, delete and replae operations to transform s into t. It is usually de�ned

inrementally: (s

1;i

denotes the pre�x of length i of sequene s)

d(s

1;i

; t

1;j

) = min

8
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>
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>
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j

0 if s

i
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w

indel

is the ost of an insert or delete operation

1

and w

replae

is the ost

of replaing an element. This distane an be alulated in O(mn) time and

O(min(n;m)) spae, wherem and n are the length of the �rst and seond sequene.

When we use this to �nd the best math between a musi fragment and a

omplete song we fae two problems. One problem is that omparing real values

(for the `replae' ation) will always yield a ost inrease of w

replae

. This problem

an be solved in three ways: we an either disretise the data, we an onsider

two real values di�erent only if they di�er more than a ertain threshold (i.e.

replaing s

i

= t

j

by js

i

� t

j

j < threshold) or we an de�ne a ontinuous w

replae

=

f(s

i

; t

j

). The seond problem is that there are many delete operations neessary to

transform a long song sequene into a short fragment sequene. This will introdue

the problem that longer songs will have a higher distane to a fragment, even when

they math the fragment ompletely. This problem is solved by using a variant

of the edit distane that does not take delete osts at the start or the end of the

longer sequene into aount [2℄.

4 Experiments

We test how well we an retrieve the orret song from only the frequeny or the

duration information. We test this with eah normalisation, disretisation and

approximate string mathing algorithm disussed in the previous setions. Reall

that there are 65 queries on a database with 21 entries.

We use two riteria to measure the suess of a lassi�ation. Our �rst riterion,

preision, is the number of times the lassi�er predits the orret song, and is an

important riterion if you only provide one predition to the user. When you

provide the user with a ranking of the songs in order of dereasing likelihood of

being the requested song, another riterion beomes important: how far down this

1

these have equal ost beause inserting an element when transforming s into t is the same as

deleting an element when transforming t into s: this guarantees that the distane is symmetri;

in the remainder of this text we will refer to this as the shift ost



list is the atual song? The average rank of the orret song beomes our seond

riterion.

4.1 N-grams

The n-gram algorithm only has one parameter, namely the length of the substring.

We test the n-gram approah in whih we vary the value of n between 2 and 9. We

do this for all disretised normalisation methods. When we ompare the di�erent

disretisation methods we see that log-bin, whih reates fewer disretisation bins

than 10-bin, performs better. When we look at the di�erent normalisations we see

that standard normalisation performs bad and the relative representation works

better than the other methods. The ontour approah performs good as well,

despite its simplisti disretisation. The optimal value of n depends upon the

normalisation used. Four and �ve are on average the best values for n. Notie

that even the best approah (5-gram with the log-bin disretisation approah and

the relative log representation) only get 15 out of the 65 queries (23.1%) orret,

whih is muh better than random guessing (4.76%) but still very low for pratial

use, espeially sine we only have few songs in our database.

When we repeat this experiment with the note duration sequene, we see no

struture in the results: both disretisation methods and all four normalisations be-

have in a similar manner: they utuate around seven orret preditions, without

any being learly better or worse than the others. This means that prediting the

orret song from a query ontaining only durations is muh harder with n-grams

than from a query ontaining only frequenies. But prediting from a duration

sequene still performs signi�antly better than random guessing, whih means

that the durations do provide useful information.

The ranking riterion for lassi�ation evaluation does not seem to distinguish

between any of the n-gram approahes: all values utuate around an average

ranking of 8.5, whih is too high to be pratially useful.

4.2 Edit Distane

The edit distane uses two types of osts: insert/delete osts | whih in these

experiments are independent of the frequeny or duration we insert or delete |

and a replae ost. As we already mention in setion 3.2 there are three variants

to deal with the replaements in this ontinuous domain: either we use disretised

data, we use `regions' around the ontinuous values to deide whether they are

equal or not, or we de�ne the replae ost in funtion of the di�erene between

the two ompared values.

First we use the disretised data whih we also used for the n-grams. The pre-

ision riterion on frequeny data results are omparable with the n-gram results:

the relative log representation ombined with the 10-bin disretisation and with

the relative logarithmi normalisation performs best, a bit above the level of the

n-grams (27.7% instead of 23.1%) but this di�erene is not statistially signi�-

ant. We use values between one and �ve for the shift and replae ost; best results

are obtained when the shift ost equals the replae ost. When we ompare both



using the ranking riterion we see that the average rank is only 7 instead of 8.5.

This result is obtained with a high shift ost (�ve) and a low replae ost (one):

apparently optimal settings for the preision riterion are not optimal settings for

the ranking riterion.

Seond we use the region version of the edit distane. Our riterion to test

equality between two reals r

1

and r

2

is as follows: they are onsidered equal

if (r

1

� (1 � margin)) � r

2

� (r

1

� (1 + margin)). We test various settings

for this margin as well as di�erent shift and replaement osts and the di�erent

normalisations. There are some notable di�erenes with the disretised approah.

Logarithmi averaging performs better than the relative log normalisation for both

riteria. For both riteria a shift ost of �ve and a replae ost of one performed

best. The results on both riteria depend strongly on the margin used. The results

for the logarithmi averaging are shown in �gure 1. We see the best performane

for the frequeny sequene based on the is obtained with a margin of 2% or 3%.

For these values this approah is better than the n-grams and the disretised data

edit distane approah with respet to the ranking riterion (minimal rank 5.18

versus 6.88 for the disretised edit distane); for the preision riterion it performs

as well as the n-grams.
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Figure 1: E�et of margin on lassi�ation with edit distane using shift ost of

�ve and a replae ost of one. On the left we use the preision riterion, on the

right the ranking riterion.

Finally instead of de�ning the edit distane in terms of mathing and non-

mathing entries we an simply de�ne the ontinuous edit distane (we restrit

ourselves to the absolute di�erene between the two values as w

replae

, other fun-

tions an be used as well)
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This variant of the edit distane outperforms the lassi edit distane on this

problem for both riteria. In �gure 2 we ompare the normal edit distane ap-

proah (ed in the graph) with the ontinuous edit distane (ed in the graph). For

both of these tehniques we alulate how often they orretly predit a song when



they are allowed to make n preditions. The starting point and end point of these

graphs are �xed: when we predit nothing we an't predit anything right, and

when we are allowed 21 preditions we an predit everything right (remember

there were only 21 songs in the database). The straight line between these two

points represents the number of orret preditions if we guess randomly. The

preditions with the normal edit distane on the duration information results in

preditions that are just slightly better than random guessing. When we use the

ontinuous edit distane on this data we get an improvement, but it is learly

worse than when we use the frequeny information. Espeially when n is small

(less than ten) the ontinuous edit distane on the frequeny data outperforms the

normal edit distane approah. For n = 1 it already obtains 55.4% auray, with

n = 5 the auray inreased to 73.9% while for the normal edit distane this is

23.1% and 56.9%.

The above results for the ontinuous edit distane are obtained with the relative

log representation. With other normalisations the results are in between the results

from the lassi edit distane approahes and the results mentioned in the previous

paragraph.
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Figure 2: Number of orretly predited songs in funtion of the number of songs

in a predition.

In the above experiments we analysed the frequeny and duration in isolation.

When we ombine them by making the replaement ost a weighted sum of the

replaement ost of the frequeny and the replaement ost of the duration the

result is always worse than the ontinuous edit distane on frequeny data alone.

The length of the query an also inuene the result: maybe queries that are `too

long' result in worse mathing? The queries are on average 11.3 notes long, with

the shortest only 4 notes and the longest 28 notes. We trunate queries at varying

length between 2 and 28 and investigate the e�et on both riteria. Up till 15

both riteria improve when we use longer queries. From that point on there are

no statistially signi�ant hanges in the results if we inrease the query length.



5 Disussion and Conlusion

Musi information retrieval is a relatively new sub-domain of information retrieval.

We investigate a symboli approah where all database entries are written as se-

quenes of tone durations and tone frequenies. As input we let the user whistle

their `query', whih is also transformed in a sequene of tone durations and fre-

quenies. Then approximate string mathing tehniques are used to �nd the best

math in the database. This approah is omparable to the work of Lemstr�om [3℄

and the experimental ommerial system CubyHum [4℄. Our work is more restri-

ted sine we use simpler normalisations and distanes. However we do not present

a single approah but show the e�ets of di�erent normalisations and approximate

string mathing tehniques on a real world dataset.

Our main onlusion is that the lassi edit distane and n-grams both perform

badly. This seems to be due to the fat that they disretise the data (items are

either equal or di�erent). We obtain muh better results with a variant of the edit

distane in whih we use the di�erene between two values as replaement ost.

Further we illustrate the need and e�et of normalisation. Relatively short queries

of about 15 notes seem to give the best performane: longer notes don't inrease

the quality of the predition but require extra omputation time.

The data depends not only on the person that whistles the query, but also on

the mirophone and sound ard used to reord the query, the eho in the room et

etera. This makes it diÆult to ompare di�erent approahes: there is a need for

standard benhmarking data sets in this domain. Further researh is needed as

well, espeially regarding the salability of these approahes. More musi-spei�

preproessing and normalisation approahes should be tested.
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